Culture as Alifeness. Creating ecological reciprocity
By Andreas Weber
In our mainstream thinking, culture is set against “nature”. “Nature” implies determinism,
the opposite of the experience and creation of meaning, which is culture’s domain. In the
Anthropocene and its accompanying double crisis of global heating and life extinction, we
need to rethink this classical opposition. It is very well possible that the reluctance to
understand the whole – and not only the human part of – reality as alive has led to the
contemporary impasse of a catastrophic destruction of the biosphere. What if we
understood life not as a mechanical phenomenon, but itself as the embodied creation of
meaning? And what if reciprocity was at the heart of ecology? If life – the experience of
meaning, inwardness and value – is shared among all constituents of the world, we can start
rebuild our relationships to this living cosmos. The talk will explore how our shared aliveness
can give us urgent clues about ecological citizenship.
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